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Abstract 
In a chat discourse it is not always clear who is chatting with whom; automatic discourse 
analysis is especially problematic. It is important to identify the users' nicknames in the 
written discourse to find out the receivers of the chat messages. But the linguistic possibilities 
in nickname creation, and also of using them in the discourse, are various. To study how 
nicknames are created and used in the Internet Relay Chat (IRC), logs of 13 channels 
consisting of 8937 public chat messages and 7936 unique nicknames were analyzed in detail. 
The paper shows, among other things, the basic structure of IRC nicknames, of which parts-
of-speech group nicknames are compounded, and which parts-of-speech of a nickname are 
omitted within the chat discourse. This knowledge leads to a better prediction as to whether 
there is a link between a current logged-in user and the examined word in discourse, which 
can be a shortened or creatively changed form of a nickname. 
 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
Nicknames have been used since the Middle Ages and today in a computing context the word 
nickname is omnipresent, especially in computer-mediated communication. People use 
nicknames (also known as nicks) to identify themselves, e.g., in chat rooms (also known as 
channels), bulletin boards or social networks on platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. 
Nicknames play a special role in chat discourses for direct addressing; the way in which 
people address one another. A nick acts as a marker in the chat discourse, comparable with 
Sack's concept of "speaker select" (Bays 1998; Kortti 1999; Nash 2005). Basically, chats 
allow many-to-many conversations; at times, they contain sequences of one-to-many or one-
to-one interactions. To prevent misunderstandings regarding the addressing of a message, the 
nick of the receiver is frequently put in front of the message, followed by a colon and a space. 
This is one of the basic (written and unwritten) rules of online communication; it is called 
netiquette. Direct addressing, also known as "addressivity" (Werry 1996) or "cross-turn 
reference" (Herring 1999), opens up the possibility of taking part in more conversation at the 
same time for the participants. But explicit direct addressing is not always used or required, 
for instance, for addressing a message to everybody in a channel (Mutton 2004a). Most IRC 
clients provide automatic text highlighting including manually set nicknames and variants. It 
helps us to know, in channels with a lot of traffic, who is talking to us. 
The following work focuses on the IRC, originally written in 1988 by Oikarinen/Reed. IRC is 
one of the most frequently used chat systems in the world. It is a multi-user, multi-server and 
multi-channel text-based chat system for near real-time communication. There are several 
different independent IRC networks (e.g., QuakeNet, IRCnet, Undernet, EFnet). Each IRC 
network consists of a certain number of servers, which communicate over a well-defined open 
protocol. It was first formally documented in 1993 by RFC 1459, with revisions in RFC 2810, 
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RFC 2811, RFC 2812 and RFC 2813. IRC uses the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and 
optionally the Transport Layer Security (TLS). Before using IRC, a user must choose a 
nickname. Previous nicknames can be easily changed at any time by the IRC command 
"/nick". Thus, impersonating someone or stealing a nick just for fun are quite simple (Mutton 
2004b). 
For automatic discourse analysis of chat transcripts it is important to identify nicknames in the 
written chat messages to know who is chatting with whom. Below a possible chat discourse 
extract is illustrated: 
<Limbic_Region> Hi all 
<Goblin> hello Limbic_Region 
<RobiX> limbic: hi 
The nicks of the speakers are surrounded by angle brackets, followed by a written user 
message (as they appear on IRC). This extract points out the following problems: First, as 
mentioned above, direct addressing is not always used or required. No nick occurs in the 
message "Hi all", although according to Rintel/Mulholland/Pittam (2001) "openings are an 
excellent starting point for investigating how interaction on IRC functions to instantiate and 
develop interpersonal relationships." Second, <Goblin> does not comply with the rules of 
netiquette, because the receiver <Limbic_Region> is not put in front of the message and 
followed by a colon. A word-by-word comparison between user list and each word of the 
message is necessary in order to find the receiver's nickname. Third, the shortened variant 
"limbic" does not correspond exactly to one of the nicks in the existing user list 
(<Limbic_Region>, <Goblin> and <RobiX>). 
The aim of this paper is to analyze the relationship between IRC nicks, which are used by the 
current logged-in chatters, and the identified shortened or creatively changed forms of nicks 
from written messages for later automatic discourse analysis. The following contribution 
addresses some questions as follows: 
• Creation of IRC nicks: What is the basic structure of IRC nicks? Which parts-of-
speech (POS) do nicks consist of in detail? In which order are POS concatenated to a 
compounded nick? How and with which characters are they concatenated? Are there 
any special cases or features, which occur in the creation of nicks? 
• Usage of IRC nicks in English chatroom discourse: How are nicknames used to 
address users in a chat discourse? How are nicks exactly written in discourse and 
which parts of them are omitted? 
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of related work. The research 
approach is described in Section 3. In the next section, the results of the linguistic analysis of 
IRC nicknames are presented. The results of the discourse analysis are described in Section 5. 
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 
2 Related Work 
Nicknames can be viewed from various aspects like psychology, sociology or linguistics 
(Morgan/O'Neill/Harré 1979; Reid 1991; Bechar-Israeli 1995). Bechar-Israeli (1995) defines 
a nick as "a name we receive in addition to our legal name [which is] usually given to us by 
the people surrounding us." The term nickname "was established as a variant of the Middle 
English noun eke-name." (Lakaw 2006). It should be mentioned that not only human 
participants are hidden behind nicks, but also computer programs called chatbots (Döring 
2003). 
In this section, approaches to classifications of chat nicknames and analyses of chat 
communication are presented. 
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2.1 Focus on Typologies of Chat Nicknames 
Basically, nicknames are proper nouns (Anderson 2007; Stommel 2007). Some further 
classifications of nicknames can be found, but these works focus mainly on a semantic point 
of view. Although Lakaw (2006) points out that the topic of a channel has an impact on the 
creation of IRC nicks, the following studies deal with a small number of investigated 
nicknames or channels. 
One of the pioneering studies regarding IRC nicknames was done by Bechar-Israeli (1995). 
260 nicknames from four different IRC channels were analyzed from the perspective of a 
content analysis. The focus of this semantic topology is about the origin of these nicks. The 
author identifies seven main categories: 1) people using their real name, 2) self-related names, 
3) names related to medium, technology and their nature, 4) names of flora, fauna or objects, 
5) play on words and sounds, 6) names related to figures in literature, films, fairytales and 
famous people, and 7) names related to sex and provocation. 
Another typology is given by Johnová (2004). She analyzed nicks on a British chat site with 
four chat forums and 12 chat rooms. The author mentions that a nick can be, for instance, a 
single word, a whole sentence, a combination of lower- and upper-case letters; it can include 
numbers, non-alphabetical symbols or smileys. She asserts that it is "difficult to predict which 
part of the nickname will be retained and which part will be dropped" to shorten the nicks. 
And she adds, "Often several variations can be used … with each user choosing their own 
variant." Additionally, Johnová divides the most frequent types of nicknames into several 
categories: 1) legitimate names of the user (and their variants), 2) short characterization of the 
user (can include user's age, sex, location, physical or character description), 3) names of 
famous people or characters, and 4) animals, flowers or objects. A more detailed linguistic 
study about the usage of nicknames in discourse, for instance, which parts of a nickname are 
omitted, is missing. 
This present study is also related to Stommel's approach (2007). She collected 83 nicknames 
from a German forum. The analysis distinguishes between names (proper nouns) and nouns 
(common nouns), which are sub-divided into six word types in nicknames: 1) commonly 
known names, 2) novel formations, 3) nouns and noun phrases, 4) adjectives, 5) verb forms, 
and 6) exclamations. However, the major differences to the present study are that Stommel 
uses a German corpus, and chunk tags (i.e. phrases) for nickname tagging. Additionally, 
compounded nicks (e.g., <Estrella1981>) are not further decompounded into single parts-of-
speech (proper noun "Estrella" and cardinal number "1981"). 
 
2.2 Focus on Chat Communication 
A comparison of discourse between IRC and spoken English or face-to-face communication 
is described in Hentschel (1998) and Kortti (1999). Further different linguistic perspectives in 
the IRC discourse are analyzed in Doell (1998), Stevenson (2000), and Blakeman (2004). 
Davis/Brewer (1997) commented that computer-mediated communication "has many 
characteristics of both speech and writing." In general, in comparison with oral speech, typing 
speed in text-based chats is slow (Dewitte/Hendricks 2005). In order to guarantee a fluid 
written chat-communication, the participants must react and act quite quickly (Rüggenberg 
2007). Additionally, slow response time makes discourse partners bored. They forget or lose 
interest before getting an answer. 
Key strategies to increase typing speed, "namely to save time to keep up with the speed of 
conversation, ..." or to reduce the number of keystrokes have been developed. This can be 
seen in Hård af Segerstad (2002) by, for instance, "features related to space, punctuation, 
spelling and case constitute strategies ...", "common grammatical features", expressions like 
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abbreviations, or smileys. A disadvantage is the prevalence of orthographic errors due to fast 
typing (Ringlstetter/Schulz/Mihov 2006; Tavosanis 2007). Words and phrases can help to 
stand out from the online crowd. Sun (2010) "pointed out that besides some common word-
forming methods like derivation and compounding, abbreviation, blending are the typical 
methods to form Internet words." Leetspeak is another possibility to create new words. It is a 
form of Internet slang (also known as netspeak or chatspeak). In leetspeak, or leet for short, 
letters may be replaced by similar letters, numbers or special signs. For example, "leet" would 
become "1337" (Perea/Duñabeitia/Carreiras 2008). Döring (2003) distinguishes three main 
functions for using Internet slang: time-saving economy function, identity function and 
interpretation function. The question that arises here is whether and how the Internet language 
has an influence on the nickname creation or spelling of a written nick in discourse. 
 
3 Research Approach 
This work addresses the important general issue of shortened or creatively changed forms of 
nicks within chat discourse which cannot be linked to the original nickname. But these links 
are important for automatic discourse analysis to know and to understand who is chatting with 
whom. Therefore, it is necessary to find out how nicks are created and how they are used in 
discourse. This study examined logs of IRC interactions using discourse analysis, which 
combined qualitative perspectives (to find similarities and differences) and quantitative 
perspectives (to create statistics). An overview of the research approach is given in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Overview of the Research Approach 
 
3.1 IRC Server and Channel Selection 
Gelhausen (2008) divided frequently searched chat terms into nine categories. Therefore, at 
least one channel per category was selected to find as many different nicknames as possible, 
because the topic of a channel influences the choice of nicknames (Lakaw 2006). A total of 7 
different IRC networks and 13 different public IRC channels were used (see Table 1 and 2). 
 
Table 1: Selected Channels for the 9 Categories 
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Table 2: Used IRC Networks 
 
3.2 Logging and Data Collection 
Most public conversations of our selected channels were logged from June 27, 2008 to July 
28, 2008. Because of logging problems, the logging of channel #eminem started on June 28. 
The log function of the Java program LogBot1 was used, which remained silent and merely 
observed the chat. mIRC2, a popular IRC client, was used to communicate with the 
participants. The user's replies about the formation of their nicknames were quite helpful. 
Each chat log from a channel was stored in a single file per day. Private messages 
(whispering) which are only seen by a particular recipient were not logged. The main 
language spoken in all logged channels was English. 
 
3.3 Data Extraction 
 
Table 3: Logging Statistics 
Table 3 shows the summaries of public messages (all logged messages; summary of system 
and user messages), system messages (reported by the IRC server), user messages (written by 
users), and nicknames of the logged-in users, which were found in the data. In summary 
2403777 public logged messages (803786 by system, 1599991 messages written by users) 
were analyzed. For quantity analysis the log-files of two public channels (#defocus, 
#freenode) from July 1, 2008 were used; in summary 8937 (2958 by system, 5979 by users). 
Approximately one third of all public messages were system messages. 164062 nicknames 
(unique 150278, case-insensitive 141898) were extracted from the join/leave/quit messages, 
the nick-change messages, and senders of the messages. Shortened nicknames and variants 
were extracted by reading the log-files to make a comparison between the used nicknames in 
the chat discourse and the logged-in users. For quantity analysis the 13 log-files from July 1, 
2008 were used (10513 nicks in summary; 7936 analyzed in detail, 7420 unique, 7326 case-
insensitive). 2577 nicks (24.51%) remained unspecified, because of no user's feedback. 
 
                                                 
1 http://www.jibble.org/logbot/, accessed November 2, 2011. 
2 http://www.mirc.com/, accessed November 2, 2011. 
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3.4 Analysis 
The data were analyzed "by hand" and with some helping tools (see page 16). The steps 
"decompound nicks", "tag nicks", and "create clusters" (Fig. 1) are important to recognize 
which parts of a nickname are omitted later in the chat discourse. Thus, state-of-the-art 
techniques of natural language processing like POS tagging and n-grams were applied. 
Additionally, the step "create POS groups" allows a simpler classification of nicknames. The 
analyses and results are described in the next two sections. 
 
4 Creation of IRC Nicknames 
Nicknames provide a way of distinguishing between chat users. For that reason the 
significance of unique nicks is important. Decision making can be self-determined (e.g., 
requirements for the nick), other-determined (e.g., restrictions by the IRC network), or both 
(e.g., story behind the nick). The inventive way of nickname creation will be focused on in the 
following section. 
 
4.1 Requirements for a "Perfect" Nickname 
In a computing context, a nickname "creates the first impression of a user and is therefore the 
first condition for successful communication" (Johnová 2004). It "must be chosen with care 
and easy to use both for the speaker and for the listener." (Bechar-Israeli 1995). Nicknames 
can provide users with anonymity and a touch of freedom to obtain a new identity (Reid 1991; 
Gelléri 1998; Johnová 2004). The art of nickname creation lies in the picking of an attractive 
unique nick. The attributes "sounds good" and "short" were mentioned during the chat 
discourse analysis. But nicks, which look like other frequently used terms (e.g., common 
words, Internet slang) in the discourse, can easily be confused with them. An extract is 
presented below. 
Log Number 1: Channel #Romance 
01 *** lol has joined #Romance3 
02 <^Zoe> he probably has cheese breath 
03 <Ky|e> lol oh 
In the above discourse the nick <lol> (line 1) can be confused with the common element of 
the Internet slang "LOL" (line 3), which means "laugh (or laughing) out loud". Similar nicks 
were <rofl> ("rolling on the floor laughing"), <roflmao> ("rolling on the floor laughing my 
ass off"), or <asl> ("age/sex/location"). 
 
4.2 The Story Behind the Chosen Nickname 
When a chat nickname is chosen there is always some thought behind it (even if a nick 
consists of common words or is a random sequence of letters). In the best case, close 
relationships between users and their chosen chat identity are built up. There can be a great, 
interesting story behind the nickname. The following are typical of the kind of questions that 
can be asked: 
• What does your nick mean? 
• Why did you choose it? 
• What is its history, background or the story behind it? 
The author would like to thank the many participants on IRC who shared with him the 
colorful story of their nicks. Some extracts of the private messages are given below: 
                                                 
3 Typically three asterisks at the start of the line with no punctuation around the user's nick are automatically 
generated system messages. They report when users join/leave/quit the channel, or change their nicknames. 
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Log Number 2: Private Messages 
01 <ahf> it's my initials for my name  
02 <lnf_> LiNux Fan  
03 <nuba> Networked Ultimate Battle Android  
04 <jenova> jenova is a non-playable character from final fantasy 7  
05 <MrSkitZo> i have 2 personalities, one drunk one sober :)  
06 <MrSkitZo> SkitZo aka Schichofrenic  
07 <JermSnap> my name is jeremy, in the mountains, when I was a pro snowboarder, you get ONE 
sylable,so you can shout peoples names easier,so people called me JERM ..then I started  
breaking 1-2 snowboards a day so the guys at the factory started calling me JermSnap... 
there ya have it. 
08 <Dave-O> It's my personal version of the nicjk nanme "steve-O" from jackass 
09 <NightKhaos> Honestly, Chaos was likely to be taken everywhere I went, by changing it to a K i had 
a higher change of actually getting the nickname rather than NightChaos2,481,092 
10 <Adys> was my first charname in wow 
11 <Adys> which i typed randomly on the keyboard and made readable 
12 <Rtkwe> on a qwerty keyboard rtkwe is tyler shifted one key to the left 
13 <kunwon1> it's an anagram for 'unknown' with a letter missing. More importantly, it's unique enough 
that no one else uses it or a variant of it 
14 <muicalc> its calcium backwards 
15 <Bspec> well, i named myself after a mode in a video game called Gran Turismo 4 
16 <Bspec> which in of itself contains many cars which have these certain tuned versions such as 
"M-spec" or "V-spec" 
17 <Bspec> it's called "B-Spec" 
18 <Rov> My original and rsn is Aeselrov but i like Rov the most 
19 <Rov> Well...Aeselrov means Dunkeyass in danish...Aesel = Dunkey and Rov = Ass 
20 <nim> it is the short form of nimitz, which came from a book by david webber, a treecat was named 
nimitz in the honor harrington series (not the aircraft carrier) 
21 <nazgjunk> I started off with "netjunk" when I got on the internet first, found out it was used aplenty, 
so I had to come up with something new - that became nazgjunk. Nazg means ring in the 
Dark Tongue of Mordor (Tolkien), and I'm using junk to mean "junkie" or addict 
22 <Kooothor> Thor is a viking god 
23 <Kooothor> and Kooo is because I like the letter "K" and for some reasons I wanted to have "o" in my  
nick :) 
24 <imorrOw> Im swedish and the swedish word of tomorrow is imorgon, so my nick is a mix of thoose 
words cuz im a person thats pretty good of doin things tomorrow insted of today :> 
25 <aplsin> well it's short for "Apelsinmannen" (swedish for Orange man), which is the name of an urban 
legend about a man who took so much acid he thought he was an orange 
26 <aplsin> i came up with "aplsin" when entering a highscore on a game that only alowed 6 letters 
27 <aplsin> the L sound like "el" when you say it, so i replaced "el" by "l" 
 
4.3 Nickname Restriction 
Creativity in the creation of a nickname is limited. There are some restrictions on the choice 
of nicks by the IRC network (Oikarinen/Reed 1993). 
 
4.3.1 Nickname Collision 
Chatters "prefer and consistently use one nickname" (Reid 1991). But, if a server detects more 
than one instance of a nickname on the network, a nickname collision occurs. The nickname 
registration service (NickServ), which is available on a large number of IRC networks, solves 
this problem. It allows users to register their favorite nicks and protects them from being used 
by others. The registered nickname expires after a few days of inactivity (for example, 30 
days) and becomes available for registration by other users. 
 
4.3.2 Erroneous Nickname 
The Latin alphabet, digits and special characters are available to create IRC nicknames. All 
these permitted characters were used. For example, the frequencies in Table 4 can be 
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compared with frequencies of the letters of the English language by Lewand (2000). In 
summary 82.11% of all 69686 used characters for creating 7936 nicknames were letters of the 
Latin alphabet. Compared with word-formation in English, digits (10.83%) and special 
characters (7.06%) have a much higher influence on the creation of nicknames (see Table 5 
and 6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5: Frequencies of Digits 
 
 Table 4: Frequencies of the Latin Alphabet Table 6: Frequencies of Special Characters 
IRC nicks which contain characters like slashes, umlauts, punctuation marks or whitespaces 
are not possible. Hyphen, digit, or space are not allowed at the beginning. A space is omitted 
or replaced by special characters (see Table 21). Another technical limitation is that IRC 
cannot handle diacritics like German umlauts (e.g., "ä", "Ö", "ü") or the German ligature "ß" 
in nicks. The proper way is to replace them with the underlying vowel (with or without a 
following "e"). The apostrophe is used in English to indicate possession, or used in writing 
contractions. In IRC, an apostrophe is sometimes omitted, or a grave accent is used as a 
substitute. A mapping of non-permissible characters is shown below. 
 
Table 7: Mapping of Non-Permissible Characters 
40.52% of all analyzed nicks were exclusively created with letters (Table 8). A nick cannot 
start with a digit. Therefore, nicknames which only consist of digits are not possible. 
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Table 8: Character Classes of Each Nickname 
4.3.3 Letter Case 
In general, IRC nicks (and also channel names, or commands) are case-insensitive. It means 
that <AMan> is the same as <Aman>, and only one of them can be online at the same time. 
Nevertheless, the handling of letter case for a nickname creation is considered differently. In 
Table 9 the letter case of all analyzed nicks are shown in detail. In general, these nicknames 
are stem-based nicks, because they mainly consist of letters (see page 12). Unknown 
nicknames (2577 nicks) were excluded. Even some chatters used different conventions for the 
capitalization of their own nicks (for example, <^^ARNOLD> and <^^arnold>). 
 
Table 9: Letter Case 
 
4.3.4 Maximum Nickname Length (NICKLEN) 
According to RFC 1459, the maximum nickname length that a client can use is 9, but this is 
actually determined by the server. The minimum length is one character. The length of the 
nickname restricts the creation. Depending on the maximum length, long nicks are shortened 
to make them suitable (see Table 10). Frequently used conventional abbreviations are, e.g., 
"m" (male, man), "f" (female), and "gf" (girlfriend). Dropping letters is a quick and simple 
way to shorten nicks. Especially the readability when vowels are dropped often remains 
intact. 
 
Table 10: Variants of Shortening 
The NICKLEN parameter depended on the respective IRC networks. They were 9 (EFnet), 15 
(IrCQ-Net, QuakeNet), 16 (freenode), and 30 (DALnet, GameSurge, SwiftIRC). The average 
nick length of all channels was 8.78 characters (see Table 11). <DrPraetor>, a chatter at #perl 
mentioned, that "this network [freenode] has criminally low nick length limits". He added, 
"On other networks I can fit much more interesting nicknames". This statement is all the more 
astonishing because only 186 users (2.34%) took the opportunity of using the maximum 
possible length. 
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Table 11: Average Length of Nicknames per Channel 
 
4.3.5 Inappropriate Nicknames 
Inappropriate nicknames such as abusive or swear words will be removed by operators. If a 
user on the auto kick list (AKICK) attempts to join the channel, a channel service bot 
(ChanServ) will automatically kick and ban the participant from the channel. 
 
4.4 Basic Structure of IRC Nicknames 
The results of the analysis show that nicknames can be divided into stem-based (99.84%), non 
stem-based (0.11%), and mixed-based nicks (0.05%). Note that some of the nicknames have 
special signs in front of them. It indicates that these users have individual rights (and duties) 
in a channel. For example, an at-sign in front of their names indicates that they are channel 
operators. They have the power to kick and ban people. Chatters with a plus have voice 
privileges and can talk in moderated channels ("normal" users cannot). Further user mode 
signs are "%" (user is a half-op on the current channel), "&" (user is an admin), and "~" (user 
is founder/owner of the current channel). These special signs are not part of the nick. 
 
4.4.1 Stem-Based Nickname 
Stem-based nicks are the most frequently used IRC nicks. They can be divided into the 
following parts: stem, status, clan, concatenation and decoration. But not each part of this 
basic structure needs to exist for a nick. An overview of the basic structure with possible 
positions is shown in Table 12. The position of the stem has the value 0. A negative (positive) 
value of the position is used to address the part before (after) the stem. 
 
Table 12: Basic Structure of Stem-Based Nicknames with Possible Positions 
For example, the hypothetical nick <^_^[p]Germ{a}n_boy-15^_^|Away> is subdivided into 
the following parts, illustrated in Table 13. 
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Table 13: The Parts of the Nick <^_^[p]Germ{a}n_boy-15^_^|Away> 
In almost all cases the main part stem was fixed and was not only optional. But the stem can 
be empty, for example, the user <blizzard-> went away and renamed nick into <_away>. 
Additionally, only a handful of users created nicks with a different basic structure, because 
the order of the parts stem and status were swapped (see Table 14). Further examples are 
<brb-susu-time> (renamed from <susu-sipper>), <afkmum> (<animum>), and 
<[Away]Ollie> (<Ollie`>). 
 
Table 14: The Parts of the Nick <BRB_Ghost> 
The 10 most frequent structure templates are shown in Table 15. They cover 98.54%. A 
further 31 templates cover the remaining 1.46%. 
 
Table 15: Top 10 of Basic Structure Templates 
The stem is the main part of this type. It consists of one or more letters or digits, which can 
form words (<yellow>), phrases (<The_Dark_Dragon>), or sentences (<IamTheBest>). The 
average number of parts is 1.86. Note that these parts include words and numbers. Due to the 
small number, sentences are rare. An overview is given in Table 16. 
 
Table 16: Stem: Part(s) Count 
Characters before the stem can stand for some sort of game clan (electronic sports) or other 
organization. A clan is a group of users that play games together over the Internet or on local 
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area networks. IRC - especially the IRC network QuakeNet - is very popular among players 
of many different games. Therefore, the number of clan tags, which show the membership of 
a specific clan is significantly higher than in other networks. A clan tag is mostly a shortened 
form of words or phrases (see Table 17). 
 
Table 17: Clan4 
It is common politeness that users change their nickname with the command "/nick" to 
indicate their current status. Thus, everyone can see at a glance that the user is currently not 
available for a while and cannot read messages right now (see also page 22). For example, 
statuses can be abbreviations, adjectives, or nouns. They are primarily single words. The most 
frequent status is named "away". A list of statuses (with or without additional information) is 
shown in Table 18. 
 
Table 18: Status 
The main parts (stem, clan, and status) can be decorated in front of, within, or behind. In 
particular special characters (<}{Muffin}{>) beautify nicknames, but also letters, especially 
the letter x (<XxmelixX>). Decoration can highlight letters, words, or parts of words. Chatters 
use most of the time the same look and style of their nick for individualization. Examples for 
text decorated stems are given in Table 19. 
 
Table 19: Decoration of a Stem 
An overview of the top 5 decorations for each position is shown in Table 20. Mostly stems are 
decorated in front of and behind them. 
                                                 
4 A wide-spread first-person shooter game, played online and usually in teams. 
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Table 20: Decoration (Top 5 of Each Position) 
Additionally, the main parts (stem, clan, status), and parts of them can be concatenated with 
different characters. In general, IRC nicks with spaces are not allowed (see restriction, page 
9/10). Connecting two POS without spaces is the most common way. An overview is given in 
Table 21. 
 
Table 21: Concatenation (Top 5 of Each Position) 
 
4.4.2 Non Stem-Based Nickname 
They mainly consist of special characters to create emoticons (a blend of emotion and icon), 
festoons, or further ASCII art objects. Eastern-style emoticons can be read without turning the 
head to the left. Similar looking emoticons are bixies (BIXies), which were used by Byte 
Information Exchange (BIX). Examples are given in Table 22. 
 
Table 22: Non Stem-Based Nicknames5 
 
4.4.3 Mixed-Based Nickname 
As the name suggests, mixed-based nicks are a combination of stem based and non stem-
based types. For example, the nick <Springfield_XD> is made up of the stem "Springfield" 
and the smiley face emoticon "XD", which expresses laughing very heartily. Further 
examples are given in Table 23. Note that adding a status to an emoticon is another possibility 
to create mixed-based nicks. 
                                                 
5 Helicopter, cup, bat. 
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Table 23: Mixed-Based Nicknames 
 
4.5 Compounding of Nicknames 
This subsection deals mainly with the compounding of stem-based nicknames, especially with 
the main part stem and its styling. Apart from these the name of the clan is normally strictly 
predefined. A more detailed research on the part status was not carried out, because it is 
mostly made up of one single word. 
Some nicknames look similar to each other. This happens if they have the similar idea of 
creation or through adapting nicks from others. The five most used templates with identical 
stem, decoration and concatenation to create nicknames are shown in Table 24. The basic idea 
of these templates is that random numbers were added at the end. Copying nicknames 
(<zhang>) and adding numbers (<zhang2008>) is a simple way to vary nicknames. 
 
Table 24: The Five Most Used Templates to Create Nicknames 
There are numerous classical (which are used to create, e.g., new English words) and non-
traditional mechanisms of constructing new creative IRC nicknames (respectively stems). 
 
4.5.1 Creating a Stem 
To find out in detail which parts-of-speech a nick consists of, the whole nick - especially the 
stem - must be decompounded into single POS and tagged. This is crucial to our 
understanding of answering such questions as the following. 
• Which parts-of-speech do nicks consist of in detail? 
• In which order are POS concatenated to a compounded nick? 
• Which parts of a nick are omitted in discourse? 
Decompounding of nicknames: All 10513 nicks were decompounded into single POS with 
NickDecompounder, which the author has written in Java. Figure 2 shows a simplified 
activity diagram of nickname decompounding. 
 
 
Figure 2: Decompounding of Nicknames with NickDecompounder 
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A nick with length n has  n-grams and  possibilities (paths) to split the nick. In the 
following example, the nick <your_heart> is decompounded with the NickDecompounder. 
• Read nickname: The nickname <your_heart> is read in from a text file. 
• Check validation: The string is a valid IRC nickname. 
• Remove decoration: No decoration is found. 
• Remove concatenation: After removing the concatenation "_" the new string is 
"yourheart" (with length 9). 
• Decompound into n-grams: 45 n-grams are created ("y", "o", ..., "r", "yo", ..., 
"yourhear", "ourheart", "yourheart"). 
• Look up n-grams in dictionary: Nine n-grams ("a", "art", "ear", "he", "hear", "heart", 
"our", "you", "your") exist in the common dictionary, which does not include jargon 
and slang terms. 
• Calculate path: In summary, 256 paths are possible. 
• Evaluate path: For example, one path of the examined nickname consists of the n-
grams (words) "art", "heart" and "you". The n-grams "you" and "heart" fit into 
<yourheart> at once, but "art" and "heart" overlap. Therefore, "······art", "····heart", 
"you······", "you···art" and "you·heart" are possible. In this case "you·heart" is the best, 
because 8 positions of the whole nick are covered by the n-grams "you" and "heart" 
(88.89% of the total). 
• Select best path and output decompounded nick: Finally, the best decompounding of 
the nick <yourheart> is into "your heart", which covers all nine characters (100%). 
This result is better than "your he art", which needs more n-grams. 
Tagging of nicknames: After all decompounded nicks were manually checked and marked 
with a full stop at the end ("your heart ."), automatic tagging was executed with the "Stanford 
Log-linear Part-Of-Speech Tagger" (Toutanova/Manning 2000) using the "Penn Treebank 
Tag-set" (Marcus/Santorini/Marcinkiewicz 1994). Tagging can be complex because some 
words represent more than only one POS (e.g., "heart" can be a noun or verb). Incorrectly 
tagged words were manually corrected. The tags were clustered into coarse-grained syntactic 
categories (see Table 25). 
 
Table 25: Cluster of Penn Treebank POS Tags 
Not every unknown word as part of a nick refers to a foreign word. They can consist of 
smileys, non-words (<zrttrtr>), or pseudowords (<Adys>). Additionally, jargon, slang and 
non-traditional mechanisms for the creation of stems make tagging difficult. The table below 
shows the four new POS tags, which have been added. 
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Table 26: New POS Tags 
There is no need to use the original POS tag LS (list item marker), "which includes letters and 
numerals when they are used to identify items in a list." (Marcus/Santorini/Marcinkiewicz 
1994). The original POS tag SYM (symbol) is divided into "mathematical, scientific and 
technical symbols" (now subpart of NSB) and "expressions that aren't words of English" 
(subpart of IW). The classification of the rest remain equal (e.g., CC, CD, UH). Examples are 
shown in Table 27. 
 
Table 27: Tagging Nicknames 
Sequences of the same tag were merged together, as in the example below: 
 
Table 28 shows that the top 10 of frequently used POS groups cover 89.59% of all 7936 nicks 
with user's feedback (excluding 2577 nicks without feedback). The POS group (NN) is the 
most used. (NN) is, e.g., a first or last name, a name related to a town, country, or film. 
 
Table 28: Top 10 of POS Groups 
Morphological processes to create stems: As already mentioned in (Crystal 2004; 
Beißwenger/Storrer 2008), the Internet language uses smileys, jargon (e.g., technical term 
<Bspec>), slang (<macnoob>; a noob is a person who is new or inexperienced in a subject), 
abbreviations, and contractions (<Lets^chat>), which also come across within the stem 
creation. Another possibility is alternative spelling, which changes some letters in a word 
which is pronounced in a similar manner (e.g., <BigDawg> is an alternative spelling of "big 
dog"). A further interesting variant is the spelling with the help of homophones. Homophones 
are words with the same pronunciation, but different spellings and meanings (e.g., 
<hairypotter> instead of "Harry Potter"). Various mechanisms of word-formation and 
inflection are used to create IRC nicks. The most common word-formation mechanisms are 
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back-formation, blending, clipping, compounding, conversion, derivation, and neologism 
(e.g., loanword, onomatopoeia) (Bussmann 1996; Plag 2003; Trask 2007). There is no clear-
cut classification. All these morphological processes are important for nickname creation. 
Examples are shown in Table 29. 
 
Table 29: Classical Mechanisms for the Creation of Stems 
A popular strategy is the using of self-related nicks, which disclose personal information to 
the other users. This has already been pointed out by (Bechar-Israeli 1995). A classification of 
nicknames which include personal information are shown in Table 30. In contrast, non-self-
related (<sky>) and unknown nicks (<cr_yg>) have a high degree of anonymity which means 
"that the nickname used by a participant does not reveal any information about the user's on-
line identity." (Lakaw 2006). 
 
Table 30: Personal Information 
Nevertheless, it may occur that the new created nick is still not unique. Some creative non-
traditional morphological processes change this state and help to adopt nicknames to 
distinguish between chatters with the same names. Deliberate eccentric strategies to make a 
nickname unique are, for example, replacing a letter to stand out from other similar variants, 
or shorten the nickname. 
 
Table 31: Non-Traditional Morphological Processes 
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Universal Leet (L337, L33T, 1337) Converter6 is a small by-product of this examination. This 
script is web-based and written in PHP. It translates text-to-leet and leet-to-text. Leetspeak is 
a creative form of Internet slang, which can also be utilized for nickname creation. The 
converter has already implemented different levels of letter mappings. The examples below 
show how letters, words, or parts of them are represented in leetspeak. Both encoding and 
decoding are not bijective. 
 
Table 32: Letter and (Part of) Word Mapping 
Several types of orthographic errors, which can be intentional or unintentional, are found in 
the IRC. These may be due to either typographical errors (errors caused by pressing the wrong 
keys), or spelling errors (errors due to insufficient language competence). A misspelled word 
can be a correct spelling of another word but can also lead to a new nickname. 
 
Table 33: Orthography 
One or more of these morphological processes are arbitrarily combinable. There are 
theoretically (and maybe practically) no boundaries. 
 
4.5.2 Styling 
Adding a decoration or concatenation alters not merely the appearance. Furthermore, it can 
make an already used nickname unique without changing the meaning. Examples for 
nickname styling with decoration and concatenation are shown in Table 34. Both options can 
also be combined. 
 
Table 34: Different Styling Possibilities 
 
5 Usage of IRC Nicknames in English Chatroom Discourse 
Once connected to an IRC network via an IRC client program (like mIRC), every user has its 
own unique nickname within the network. After joining a channel, IRC presents a page 
                                                 
6 http://www.robertecker.com/hp/research/leet-converter.php, accessed November 8, 2011. 
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containing the room's conversation, and a list of logged-in users. These are human beings, but 
also software programs (chatbots). While adding chat messages, text lines continuously scroll 
up. 
This chat discourse analysis gives an overview about how nicknames are written in discourse 
and how they are used to address chatters. Different variations of direct addressing and 
inexact spelling make automatic detection of nicknames and clear referring difficult. 
 
5.1 Direct Addressing 
Direct addressing occurs when chatters insert nicknames of other users for addressing (Nash 
2005). It prevents discourse confusion. 14.87% of all 8937 investigated public chat messages 
included at least one nickname. 
If direct addressing is necessary a message should start with the receiver's nickname, followed 
by a colon and a space. 77.13% of all direct addressing starts with a nickname and 58.77% 
looks similar to the first example in Table 35. Other observed styles at the beginning were 
dropping the colon or replacing it with other characters. Additionally, nicknames are found 
within or at the end of messages. This makes the detection of nicknames more complex. 
 
Table 35: Single Direct Addressing 
It is important to note that not every word followed by a colon at the beginning of a message 
is a nickname. For example, this word can be part of a quotation, note, enumeration, or 
definition. 
Log Number 3 
01 <wigyanpy> quotes: " CBG: Male? Female? Martian?" 
02 <ei> btw: iron man is just a name 
03 <tonny_m> First: How are you? 
04 <Telek> CFM: Cubic Feet per Minute. 
Multiple direct addressing has also been sighted within a message. The recipient names were 
listed separated by different characters (with or without a space behind), as shown in Table 36 
below. 
 
Table 36: Multiple Direct Addressing 
Sometimes there is no link between the nickname used in discourse and the original logged-in 
one. For example, the problem occurs, when 1) the chatters use another nick in the meantime 
(e.g., by changing nickname; line 1, 2), 2) they do not use their regular nicks (line 3 - 10), 3) 
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the input of the message including a nick was in a wrong channel (line 11, 12), 4) the user left 
the channel or quit the chat (line 13 - 15). Conversely, some words in discourse refer to names 
of logged-in users who just happen to fit (see example with <lol> on page 8). 
Log Number 4 
01 *** worried is now known as darkmyst 
02 <computer_user> @worried, your lol key is stuck 
03 *** Guest_585 has joined #English 
04 <MichaelFromH3ll> hey mithos are you here? 
05 <Guest_585> how r u micharl 
06 <MichaelFromH3ll> I'm fine guest 
07 <MichaelFromH3ll> why don't you change your nick mithos 
08 <MichaelFromH3ll> call yourself mithos 
09 <MichaelFromH3ll> I like that name 
10 *** Guest_585 is now known as mithos 
11 <notion> sfoster: Mibbit in "Dojo Toolbox". Release date? ;-) 
12 <notion> Sorry wrong channel ... 
13 <Kagome> well gotta go sleep and then i will go bye bye 
14 *** Kagome has left #defocus 
15 <miranda> Kagome: bye e-mail..drat... 
Direct addressing often arises a) after joining the channel (greeting), b) before leaving the 
channel or quitting the network (farewell), and c) when expressing thanks. In many cases, 
nicknames occur after special signal words (like "hello" in "<Werdna> hello RichiH"). 
Examples of signal words are shown in Table 37. 
 
Table 37: Signal Words 
The exceptions are signal words which are used alone, in combination with punctuation (e.g., 
"hi!"), messages to everybody ("hi there", "bye then") or named groups, e.g., in the positive 
sense of friends or partners ("hi bro"). 
 
Table 38: Words after Signal Words which Mostly are not Nicknames 
 
5.2 Tracking of Nicknames 
Chatters are potential discourse partners as long as they remain in the channels. They can be 
receivers of written chat messages. Therefore, it is necessary to observe users and their 
nicknames, which join, leave or quit the channels, or change nicks. In addition to simple 
nickname comparing, a smarter way is comparing the IRC hostmask. The user addresses 
("hostmask") on IRC networks typically consist of three parts; a nickname, the ident (user id) 
and either hostname or IP address. For example, a hostmask looks like 
"Nickname!username@host.name" ("!" and "@" are separator characters). Commands like 
"/who" or "/whois" inform people about the specified nick (Charalabidis 2000). The log below 
shows these changes of one specific user, which is mainly called <Dysaniak>. 
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Log Number 5: Channel #defocus 
01 [28.06.2008 01:20] *** Dysaniak has joined #defocus 
02 [28.06.2008 02:06] *** Dysaniak has left #defocus 
03 [01.07.2008 04:16] *** Dysaniak has joined #defocus 
04 [01.07.2008 06:01] *** Dysaniak is now known as Inf 
05 [01.07.2008 06:01] *** Inf is now known as Dysaniak 
06 [01.07.2008 06:02] *** Dysaniak is now known as GP1 
07 [01.07.2008 06:02] *** GP1 is now known as Inf 
08 [01.07.2008 06:04] *** Inf is now known as Dysaniak 
09 [01.07.2008 06:08] *** Dysaniak is now known as DeadBaby 
10 [01.07.2008 06:09] *** DeadBaby is now known as A 
11 [01.07.2008 06:09] *** A is now known as Aman 
12 [01.07.2008 06:09] *** Aman is now known as Skeleton 
13 [01.07.2008 06:11] *** Skeleton is now known as NaughtyChild 
14 [01.07.2008 06:11] *** NaughtyChild is now known as Dysaniak 
15 [01.07.2008 06:24] *** Dysaniak is now known as Paraelectri1 
16 [01.07.2008 06:24] *** Paraelectri1 is now known as meninslack 
17 [01.07.2008 06:33] *** meninslack is now known as Dysaniak 
18 [01.07.2008 08:45] *** Dysaniak has left #defocus 
19 [06.07.2008 07:36] *** Dysaniak has joined #defocus 
20 [06.07.2008 08:27] *** Dysaniak Quit ("Leaving.") 
<Dysaniak> seems to be the user's regular nick, because a) it was used most frequently, and 
for the longest periods, b) he always logged in with <Dysaniak> (most IRC clients include a 
setting to automatically set nickname at startup). Note that he flooded the channel with his 
nick-changes (line 4 - 14), but he was not banned. Two kinds of visualization of the above log 
are shown in Table 39. In the left figure (network diagram) nicknames are represented by 
knots, nick-changes by sequentially numbered links. Additionally, in the right figure timeline 
and knots with different states are visualized (white: change nickname, green: join channel, 
red: leave channel, black: quit/disconnect from the server). Further possibilities of statistical 
analysis are about, for example, number of written messages, words, characters, addressees, 
words per line, last online time, active or inactive status. 
 
Table 39: Visualization of Nick-Changes 
231 nick-changes ("is now known as") were found and analyzed. The results in Table 40 
show how nicks were renamed whilst chatting (Top 5). In most cases, the stem was changed 
into a completely new one. A common reason to change the current nickname is when the 
user currently cannot pay attention to IRC. Therefore, the nickname is renamed into a new 
one including an additional argument (status). 13.85% were especially used for changing the 
status. 
 
Table 40: How Nicks were Renamed Whilst Chatting (Top 5) 
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A better way of changing nicknames is using the command "/away", because the current 
nickname is not modified. The advantages are that 1) the user still remains reachable, 2) no 
public notification of nick-changing is necessary, and 3) nobody can "steal" the nick, because 
it is not changed. Now, if someone uses "/whois" or writes a private message, a description 
including the away message is shown. Command "/away" without any additional argument 
will remove the away message.  
Mutton's PieSpy Social Network Bot monitors a set of IRC channels and visualizes social 
networks on IRC. It uses direct addressing of users, monitoring nick changes, temporal 
proximity, and temporal density to infer relationships between pairs of users (Mutton 2004a). 
But linguistic play and creativity are not taken into account during discourse. 
 
5.3 Complications in the Detection of Nicknames whilst Chatting 
Saving keystrokes to reduce time and effort play an important role whilst chatting. But this is 
not always the case; some variant forms of linguistic playing with nicks sometimes result in 
even more keystrokes than the original nickname or require more effort. All these underlying 
processes, including punctuation and orthographic errors, influence and complicate the 
detection of nicknames in discourse. 
 
5.3.1 Punctuation 
IRC Nicknames cannot contain certain punctuation characters like a comma, colon, question 
and exclamation mark, ellipses, period, or round bracket. But they can be surrounded within a 
message by any punctuation; various letters are found in front of the nick (e.g., punctuation 
marks at the beginning of a quotation), or behind it (e.g., question marks for interrogation, 
periods for the end of sentences). Especially, if a space is forgotten to separate words. Using 
punctuation marks for self-correction or applause, mostly unique to online chat, is another 
important feature of written language. The misspelled word is replaced in the next message 
with the word marked by an asterisk. Furthermore, one plus means applause, the more pluses, 
the louder and warmer is the applause for this user. Below in Table 41, examples of using 
nicknames in connection with punctuation are shown. 
 
Table 41: Punctuation 
 
5.3.2 Orthographic Errors 
Orthographic errors can especially occur while quickly typing a nick which is similar to the 
creation of IRC nicknames. A mistaken written letter for another similar-looking letter can be 
considered as an unintentional error. They are ambiguous for human readability (e.g., 0  O, 
1  l, 8  B, q  g, 2  Z, `  ', m  rn). Therefore, some nicks were written wrongly. 
This mostly depends on the chosen font. The same problem happens "when handwritten 
forms are scanned and optical character recognition (OCR) is applied" (Christen 2006). 
Nevertheless, several errors seem to be obviously intentional. They look like a provocation. 
The additional input of spaces complicates the nickname detection because separated words 
are created. Examples of orthographic errors due to typing are shown in Table 42. 
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Table 42: Orthographic Errors Due to Typing 
Users make several text normalization decisions to correct created nicks for the use in 
discourse. Correcting misspelled words, dropping of reduplicated letters, or simply writing 
out the nick in correct English are some of these procedures. Some nicknames written in 
leetspeak were fully, partially or incorrectly reconverted into a "normal" text. 
 
Table 43: Text Normalization 
 
5.3.3 Saving Keystrokes, Time, and Effort 
91.65% of all written nicks in discourse referred exactly to the logged-in ones. One reason for 
this high number of correctly written nicknames is the nick autocomplete feature. Some IRC 
clients provide this functionality which completes the rest of the nickname after pressing the 
first letters of the nick and a special key (e.g., the tabulator key). 
However shortened nicknames and variants were also found in the chat discourse. Shortening 
or omitting parts of the nickname are two important strategies to save keystrokes. Examples 
are given in Table 44. Especially the length of the dropped substring seems to be arbitrary. 
The problem thereby is that a new semantic of the remaining word is possible. Interestingly, 
short nicks have even been shortened again. This can lead to confusion. Therefore, many 
chatters only react if their nicks are exactly written in discourse. <_Tom>, a user at channel 
#talk, confirmed this impression: "I only respond when somebody says _Tom directly. 
Because there's many toms on this network". 
 
Table 44: Shortening or Omitting Parts of the Nickname7 
The comparison between the original chatter's nickname and the used variant in the discourse 
show us which part of a nickname has been omitted in detail. Not only clan, status, 
decoration, or concatenation can be omitted (see Table 44); also parts of a stem (see Table 
45). Note that sequences of clusters were not merged together. The below mapping is not 
bijective. 
                                                 
7 Acronym for "bastard operator from hell". 
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Table 45: Omitted POS of Nickname Whilst Chatting 
A prediction of which part-of-speech will be dropped is not easy to make; but the tendencies 
are as follows. 
• Omitted parts are mostly cardinal numbers. 
• Adjectives or/and nouns often remain. 
• Nicknames are shortened after the first one or two POS. 
A key strategy to increase typing speed and minimize response time is the handling and 
matching of lower and upper-case letters of a written nick which does not always correspond 
exactly to the original user's nickname. This can be a consequence of typing quickly, when 
nicks or the whole messages are written in lower-case letters. On the other hand, messages 
written entirely in upper-case letters are considered to be shouting. 
 
5.3.4 Creative Linguistic Playground 
Chatters play with the original nickname; regardless of saving keystrokes, time, or effort. 
Reduplicated letters signal stressed syllables. They are used to express emotions whilst 
chatting. Other creative methods in using nicknames in context are by adding decorations, or 
writing backwards. All these methods are well known from nickname creation. Not only the 
creator of the nickname wants to stand out, but also the chatter who uses it (see Table 46). 
 
Table 46: Creativity 
Messages become harder to understand and analyze, if addressees are based on the user's real 
name (Ex. 1), diminutive forms are used (Ex. 2), background information is necessary (Ex. 3 - 
5), or linguistic playing occurs with the nick (Ex. 6). 
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Log Number 6 
01 <fallingfromyou> hiya Michael 
<Necromant> hi jen 
02 <Chewbacca_360> me? 
<t3hbowie> Yeah, you, baccy. 
03 <OliverWoods> hay guys 
<Chewbacca_360> hello harrypotter's friend 
04 <mercury> I'm chinese, from ShangHai,China 
<eileen_> hi chinese guy 
05 <MiSsUnDeRwEaR> HOWS U Tom 
<Tom> hugs missdoubleyummyunderwear 
06 <GothicAngel> MyBabe :)) 
* UrBabe kisses GothicAngel on the cheek8 
 
6 Conclusion 
This paper presents an empirical study of nicknames in IRC, with quantitative and qualitative 
observations. The aim was to analyze the link between written nicknames in discourse, and 
current logged-in users. A series of examples were provided that can help researchers and 
practitioners to improve the quality of methods for automatically processing IRC chat, 
especially nickname detection in discourse. The results show that the linguistic possibilities in 
the creation of nicknames are various. However, already the top 10 of frequently used POS 
groups, and the top 10 of basic structure templates cover most of the investigated nicks. In 
particular, creativity and saving keystrokes complicate the detection of nicknames in 
discourse. They make exact string matching problematic. The surprising fact is that about 
90% of all written nicks are written exactly like the logged-in ones. This value is probably 
much lower in other chats without an autocomplete feature. Additionally, it could be 
illustrated which parts of a nick were often omitted within the chat discourse. This study helps 
to predict whether words in discourse match the original nicknames. A one-to-one string 
matching (excluding focus on letter case), and a string comparison of the first two POS 
groups are mostly sufficient. But for a completely automatic discourse analysis it is important 
to identify all nicks (and other links like pronouns) in the written chat messages to find out 
more about the discourse structure (Holmer 2008), thread detection (Shen et al. 2006), or who 
is chatting with whom. 
Limitations of this study include the fact that private messages were not and could not be part 
of the study. These could be different (as regards the creation and especially the use of 
nicknames) from those in the public IRC channels. 
There have also been several suggestions on how to design a nickname creator so that the 
generated nicks look different and look as if they are created by a human being. These 
suggestions can be applied to other social media like Facebook and Twitter because IRC 
nicknames are often found on Facebook and Twitter (and vice versa). Such a nickname 
generator has been developed and is already being used in practice. But this nickname 
generator is not part of this paper. 
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